CROSS REFERENCING CRISTEK PART NUMBERS TO THE MIL SPEC

The Cristek part numbering for the M83513 connectors is quite simple. Instead of listing a complete cross-reference, we will explain how to determine what mil number you are seeing when you work with our data sheets.

To cross a MIL number to a Cristek part number you simply replace the “M83513/” with “CIM”.

FOR EXAMPLE:

M83513 / 03 – B04C  equals  CIM03-B04C
M83513 / 22 – F03NP  equals  CIM22-F03NP
M83513 / 05 – 07  equals  CIM05 – 07

If you don’t find the termination, layout, hardware or finish options you are looking for in this QPL section, please look at the extensive MOTS section that follows. All MOTS parts are “Military Off The Shelf” and are compliant with the applicable military specifications. You receive the benefit of purchasing a standard product without some of the inherent reliability sacrifices you sometimes make when choosing a COTS product.